Dipion transitions of the subthreshold bottomonium levels Υ(nS) → Υ(n ′ S)ππ with n > n ′ , n = 2, 3, 4, n ′ = 1, 2 are studied in the framework of the chiral decay Lagrangian, derived earlier. The channels BB, BB * + c.c, B * B * are considered in the intermediate state and realistic wave functions of Υ(nS), B and B * are used in the overlap matrix elements.
Introduction
Dipion transitions of heavy quarkonia first discovered in [1] , were further experimentally studied in bottomonium Υ(nS) → Υ(n ′ S)ππ with n = 2, 3, n ′ = 1, 2 by CLEO [2, 3, 4, 5] , and for n = 4, n ′ = 1, 2 by BaBar [6] and Belle [7] .
Recently a detailed analysis of dipion transitions between states with n = 1, 2, 3 was done by CLEO Collaboration [8] .
On the theoretical side the first attempt of explanation of dipion spectra was done in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] using multipole gluon field expansion and PCAC, for a recent development of this model see [14] .
However, in this approach the natural explanation can be given only to the (n, n ′ ) = (2, 1) dipion spectrum, while other types of spectra with a double peak need additional assumptions, such as the role of final state interaction and σ resonance [15, 16, 17, 18] , exotic Υπ resonances [15, 19, 20, 21] , coupled channel effects [22, 23] , relativistic corrections [24] , S − D mixing [25] . The role of constant term was studied in [26] , for a recent development see [27, 28] .
In the present paper we are using the formalism of field correlators [29] and chiral decay Lagrangian [30] developed for the dipion transitions in [31, 32] . In this formalism the dipion transition proceeds via BB, BB * etc. intermediate states and the total amplitude consists of two terms: M = a − b, where a refers to the subsequent one pion emission at each vertex of the type Υ → BB, while b refers to the sequence of zero-pion and two-pion vertices, see Fig.1 . The crucial for the calculation is the knowledge of the realistic wave functions of all participants. In [31, 32] the simplest SHO form was used, fitted to the realistic r.m.s. of a given state. In the present paper we are using the realistic wave functions of Υ(nS), B and B * mesons, calculated in [33] and being in good agreement with spectra and decay constants. To simplify calculations of the overlap matrix elements we are expanding realistic wave functions in series of SHO functions and check accuracy of expansion. Another improvement over results of [31, 32] is that we also consider transitions (n, n ′ ) = (4, 1), (4, 2) and compare them with experiment [6, 7] .
On more fundamental level we are considering not only spectra, but also absolute values of widths both for dipion and for pionless decays of the type Υ(nS) → BB, BB * + cc., B * B * .
The detailed analysis, made in the paper, reveals that pionic and pionless decays are governed by distinct vertices, the first one is given by the chiral decay Lagrangian (CDL) [30] , while the second one by the relativistic decay Lagrangian (RDL), being in some sense the relativistic generalization of the 3 P 0 model Lagrangian.
Correspondingly we introduce two reasonable physical scales, M br ≈ f π ≈ 0.1 GeV and M ω ≈ 2ω, where ω is the average energy of a light quark in the heavy-light meson (B meson), ω ≈ 0.5 GeV.
The resulting expressions are otherwise parameter-free and allow to predict the ππ spectrum in all transitions considered. As was already observed in [31, 32] , the form of the spectrum is defined by the only real parameter η, which was calculated in our approach with the account of the Adler zero requirement (this requirement serves as a kind of renormalization condition on amplitudes a, b). We shall use below the values of Adler-zero Improved (AZI) η = η AZI , obtained in [31, 32] and predict the ππ spectrum as function of total ππ mass M ππ ≡ q and angle θ of π + with respect to initial Υ direction, making also comparison to experiment. The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 general equations for dipion and pionless amplitudes are given, taken from [31, 32] , however modified as compared to [31, 32] due to appearance of two mass parameters M br , M w instead of one, M br in [31] . We also make a correction to the Eqs. (53,55) of [31] , valid for equal mass case, to make it suitable for realistic case 1 . In section 3 we describe the calculation of overlap matrix elements and expansion of realistic wave functions. In section 4 and we show results of calculations for matrix elements and spectra. In section 5 our results are discussed in comparison with experiment. Last short section is devoted to conclusions and perspectives.
2
The bottomonium decay amplitudes
We start with the definition of Lagrangians for the lightpair creation. As was derived in [30] , the CDL has the form (cf. Eq(39) in [31] ) in Euclidean space-time
whereÛ(x) is the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) matrix
and f π = 93 MeV. The Lagrangian (1) describes thepair creation with (or without) NG meson emission, and as will be shown below, M br ≈ f π . Another type of thepair creation occurs in the so-called time-turning trajectories (ttt) of a light quark at the boundary of the Wilson loop, when confinement ensures area law of the loop. In this case one can introduce an effective Lagrangian -the Relativistic decay Lagrangian (RDL) of the form
Here M ω will be shown to be of the order of 2ω , where ω is the average energy of light quark in B meson, ω ≈ 0.5 GeV (see Appendix 1 of [31] for exact values and discussion). Note, that M ω ≫ M br and for pionless decays one can neglect L CDL as compared to L RDL . We shall use the strong decay formalism developed in [31] and write the amplitude w nm for the bottomonium transition from the state n to the state m with or without additional NG mesons, (cf. Eq. (48) of [31] )
where γ = M 2 Nc , M is M br or M ω depending on pion emission and J nn 2 n 3 is the overlap matrix element of the n -th state of Υ and n 2 , n 3 states of BB or BB * etc. For pionless decay one has J nn 2 n 3 (p) = ȳ 123 d 3 q (2π) 3ψ n (cp + q)ψ n 2 (q)ψ n 3 (q).
Here c = Ω Ω+ω ≈ 1(Ω is the energy of heavy quark in B meson, Ω ≈ 4.83 GeV) andȳ 123 is the ratio of Dirac traces,ȳ 123 =Z 3 i=1Z , where the projection operatorsZ i are defined in [31] and are of the order of 1, so that for Υ(n) → BBȳ
In Appendix 1 of [31] and Appendix 1 of the present work details of calculation ofZ i are given.
As a result one obtains forȳ 123
For the one-pion emission at the decay vertex one has instead
Hereȳ (π) 123 has the same origin asȳ 123 , but accounts for one pion emission at the vertex Υ(n) → (BB * + c.c.)π, y (π)
Finally, expanding the factorÛ in (2) to the second order, one obtains the overlap matrix element for the double pion emission vertex,
Here K denotes the sum of pion momenta, K = k 1 + k 2 , andȳ
Having defined all overlap matrix elements in w nm (E), Eq.(4), one can now express total amplitudes for processes with or without pion emission. The width of Υ(nS) due to the channel BB is given by the equation
The dipion emission amplitude consists of two terms
The probability of the process Υ(n) → Υ(n ′ )ππ is obtained from w
and the dipion decay width is
where dΦ is the phase space factor
The amplitude M can be written accordingly to (13) as
At this point we still do not impose on M the Adler Zero requirement. 6 
Calculation of matrix elements
For the wave function we use the solution of the relativistic Hamiltonian, described in [33] , (for a review see the last ref. in [29] ), where the only input parameters are current quark masses, string tension and α s . As a result one obtains the bottomonium spectrum with accuracy of the order of 10 MeV and a good agreement with experimental lepton widths, see Table 3 in [31] .
In what follows we call this function "the realistic wave function", meaning that it is among the best existing ones, but the point-by-point accuracy of it is not actually known.
In this section we describe the method of calculation ofM 1 ,M 2 based on the expansion of wave function in the full set of oscillator functions. This allows us to do integrals in the overlap matrix elements J, J (1) , J (2) analytically, while the specifics of wave functions is represented by the sequence of numbers -coefficients in the expansion, found by the "chi squared" procedure, namely for any radial excited state wave function found in [33] we write
where ϕ k (βr) is given in Appendix 2, and oscillator parameter β as well as coefficients c (n) k are obtained minimizing χ 2 . The quality of approximations for different k max can be seen from the Fig.2 and 3 . We also compare realistic B meson wave functions computed in [33] with the one-term representation (19) in Fig.4 . (Note, that the B * wave function is the same as for B meson in the first approximation used below). Hence, keeping k = 1 for B, B * mesons, the simple overlap matrix element (5) withoutȳ 123 is (20) where ∆ = 2β 2 1 + β 2 2 , and I n,11 (p) is a polynomial in powers of p 2 , given in Appendix.
In a similar way one calculates J (1) , J (2) ,
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In (22) we take into account thatȳ (ππ) 123 contains q i and p i and therefore the result of integration, over d 3 q leads to the modification of I n,11 (p) ≡ (0) I n,11 (p), I n,11 (p) → (1) I n,11 (p). All these expressions are given in Appendix 2.
Finally the matrix element M in (18) can be rewritten as
and M 1 , M 2 are given by the expressions
Here (k) L s nn ′ is the integral as in (13), and s = (), * , * * marks three channels:
Here v, β 0 , t (s) (ω) and ∆M (s) are given in Appendix 3. Coefficients Z (s) 1
and Z (s) 2 define the relative weight of channels s = BB, BB * + c.c., B * B * with account of spin and isospin, it coincides with the corresponding coefficients found in Table IV of [34] . We obtain
Now we can compute from (1) I n,11 the decay width of the Υ(nS) into BB, BB * + c.c., B * B * etc. From (12) , taking into account, that J nn 2 n 3 (p) = e − p 2 ∆ (1) I n,n 2 n 3 (p) p i ω , and p i p k = 1 3 δ ik p 2 , one obtains 4 The Adler-zero improvement of matrix elements
As was discussed in detail in [31] the general two-pion amplitude, consisting of one-pion vertices as in M 1 and two-pion vertex in M 2 , satisfies the Adler zero requirement, i.e. vanishes for k i = ω i = 0, if these amplitudes are imbedded in the general background not distinguishing one-and two-pion vertices. In particular, this implies summing up all closed channels of the type BB. In [31] the AZI was realized representing the amplitude M in Eq. (23) in the form
and requiring that a(ω 1 = 0, ω 2 ) = b(ω 1 = 0; ω 2 ), and the same for vanishing k 2 = ω 2 = 0.
We shall now apply the AZI procedure to our decays under consideration, n > n ′ , n = 4, 3, 2. Before doing that, we introduce convenient new and universal variable x, which is in the interval [0,1] for all transitions.
In terms of variables x, cos θ the dipion decay probability can be written as
Here C 0 = 1 32π 3 N 2 c = 1.12 · 10 −4 . Writing two exponents in (29) in terms of x, cos θ, one has (cf.Eq. (90) of [31] )
As it was found in [31] , the AZI amplitude (29) vanishes for some value x = η, depending on the channel (n, n ′ ) and this value of η was calculated in [31] . Below we shall use these values and similarly to [31] represent the amplitude M(x, cos θ) as follows
Here prime denotes the derivative in x. It is important to note, that as explicit calculations show (see below), both a and b in (29) do not depend appreciably on x, and all x dependence in M is coming from the exponential factors. Using (32), (33) , one arrives at the following representation for M,
whereᾱ = α(x = η),γ = γ(x = η) and f (η) appears due to derivatives in x of (32), (33)
Thus all calculations of the dipion spectra in the AZI scheme reduces to the calculation of M 1 given in Eq. (24), at some intermediate point x = η, and subsequent integrations as in Eq. (31).
This procedure refers to all (n, n ′ ) transitions of our set, except for the (3,2) transition. In the letter case the value of η = η AZI found in [31] , is large and negative, η ∼ = −3 and expansion (34) does not make sense for x in the physical interval [0,1]. Therefore one can instead explicitly compute M 1 and M 2 in (23) as given by (24), (25) and insert M ω = √ 2ω ≈ 0.8 GeV (to be checked below by pionless decays). Computed in this way amplitudes M 1 , M 2 , η and resulting values of Γ (n,n ′ ) ππ = dw ππ (n, n ′ ) are given in the Table 1 . Table 1 Parameters of (n, n ′ ) transitions and resulting widths Γ ππ (n, n ′ ) in comparison with Γ exp taken from [35] .
(n, n ′ ) 2, We turn now to the dipion spectra as functions of x and cos θ. For the AZI decay amplitudes for the processes (n, n ′ ) = (2, 1), (3, 1), (4, 1), (4, 2) one can use the form (36) , however for the 2d plots in x, cos θ one should take into account, that η depends on cos θ. Indeed, in the general AZI form of the dipion decays amplitude (30) one can see, that the first exponent on the r.h.s depends on cos θ (cf. Eq. (33)) hence vanishing of M occurs at some x =η(cosθ), wherẽ
Correspondingly, one should replace in (36) η byη given in (37), however this amounts to a small correction for all four transitions under investigation.
The amplitude M(x, cos θ) can be expanded in a complete set of polynomials in the region 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, −1 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1. One can write for this purpose a product of orthonormal polynomialsp n (x)p l (z), wherep n (x) = √ 2n + 1P n (2x − 1), p l (z) = 2l+1 2 P l (z), and P k (u) is the Legendre polynomial, so that
Tables of coefficients a nl for our M(x, cos θ) computed according to Eq. (39) with η →η are given in Appendix 4.
Results and discussion
We start with the BB widths, which define our only input parameters M br and M ω . As shown in (30) , for the Υ(4S) → BB decay one can write
where J This sensitivity of Γ 4S to the wave functions is typical for all results of total width, both with pion emission and without. One can exploit this fact and invert the procedure to find the S wave function (e.g. position of zeros) from the values of widths 2 . As it is, we consider the 15 term approximation for Υ(4S) wave function good enough (see Fig.3 for comparison) and can define M ω comparing Γ theor with Γ exp (Υ(4S) → BB) = (20.5±2.5) MeV [35] , which yields Mω 2ω ≃ 1.46 or M ω ≈ 1.72 GeV with accuracy of ±10%. However, the accuracy of the wave function calculation in [33] and its simulation by oscillator functions is not well known, and to be on the safe side, we conclude that M ω ≈ 2ω as an order of magnitude estimate. We now turn to the total dipion widths Γ ππ (nn ′ ) given in Table 1 . Comparing two last lines in the Table 1 possibly is due to poor approximation of Υ(2S) wave function.
In this way we are supporting our assumption, that string decay with and without pion emission is governed by two different scale parameters M br and M ω , which differ by one order of magnitude, M ω ≈ 6 ÷ 7M br . Moreover each of the parameters is defined by its dynamical mechanism: Mω ≈ 2ω due to time-turning trajectories, and M br ∼ f π due to chiral decay Lagrangian. Now we turn to the dipion spectra. For each transition (nn ′ ) we show in Figs. 5-19 three spectra: dw dq , dw d cos θ and d 2 w dqd cos θ , where the 1d spectra are integrated over another variable. For comparison the existing experimental spectra are given in Fig.20-22 , taken from [6, 7, 8] with theoretical curves from [31, 32] where η is independent on cos θ.
One can see a general qualitative and semiquantitative agreement between theoretical and experimental spectra. One should stress again, that while the total dipion width is sensitive to the form of wavefunctions, the qualitative form of the spectrum is defined by the value of η ≈η, which accumulates the information on overlap matrix elements and stabilized when the AZI condition is imposed. The case of the (3.2) transition has a special feature of low available phase space, and therefore the spectrum as function of x is 2 The authors are grateful to M.V.Danilov for this suggestion 13 defined mostly by the phase space factor [x(1 − x)] 1/2 , while dependence on cos θ is also weak due to small µ 2 = 0.03 GeV 2 .
Thus all features of spectra and total widths can be understood in terms of the formalism, presented in [31, 32] and in this paper above. Note, that our more refined analysis in the present paper has required two important changes as compared the formalism in [31, 32] . Firstly, two independent decay scales M br and M ω are introduced and estimated here in contrast to the only parameter M br in [31, 32] . Secondly, the correction was introduced in the P -wave vertex, viz.ȳ 123 in Eq. (7) , which decreases the effective value of this vertex. However, in the AZI form the P -wave vertices (the amplitude M 2 in (23)) are derived from the Adler zero condition, as in (29,) (35) and the resulting form of the total AZI amplitude is the same as in [31, 32] (modulo weak cos θ dependence inη(cos θ) neglected there).
Conclusions and outlook
We have derived the amplitudes, spectra and total widths of dipion emission in all subthreshold processes Υ(nS) → Υ(n ′ S)ππ, with n = 2, 3, 4 and n ′ = 1, 2. We have shown that the formalism of pair creation, based on two effective Lagrangians. CDL and RDL with two mass parameters, M br and M ω respectively, can successfully describe the experimentally found spectra. Moreover, it was shown that two distinct values of widths, Γ nS (BB) = O(10 MeV) and Γ ππ (nn ′ ) = O(1 keV) can be explained by much different scales of M ω ≈ 2ω = 0(1GeV ) and M br ≈ f π = 0(100 MeV). Fixing in this way M ω and M br one obtains parameter-free one-and twodimensional spectra in good qualitative and semiquantitative agreement with experimental data.
The application of this formalism to the case of Υ(5S) states and dipion transitions to Υ(2S), Υ(1S) is straightforward and is now under investigation [36] . The main difference is that the 5S state is above the BB, BB * + c.c., B * B * thresholds and hence the amplitudes M 1 , M 2 acquire large imaginary parts, which strongly deform the spectra and are affected by final state ππ interaction.
Another direct application of formalism to the one-pion or η transitions is clearly visible and can be a good check of the approach, planned for the future.
The authors are grateful to many useful remarks and suggestions of par- General formalism for the calculation of the overlap matrix elements and, in particular, of the factorȳ 123 in (5) is given in Appendix 1 of [31] . Here we present the corrected form, where all relative momenta are properly defined. One starts with the calculation of the trace, Eq. (6), which gives (cf. Eq.(52) of [31] ).Z
For the (Qq)) system one can define total and relative momenta as
and the same for the (Qq) system.
In the total c.m. system P 1 = p, P 2 = −p and
Finally one obtains from (A1.1), taking into account that q 2 = −q 1 ≡ −q
The appearance of the term O(q i ) in (A1.6) leads to the change of the result of integration over d 3 q in Eq. (5) as compared to the standard integral (0) I n,11 (p), given in (A2.9). Separating the factor p i ω , one arrives at the expression
Here a k , β 1 , β 2 , ∆ n , y are defined in Appendix 2, and c (n) k are coefficients of expansion of ψ(nS, q) over oscillator functions, see Appendix 2 for more details.
where the heavy light meson wave function is
Appendix 3
Coefficients of the overlap integrals (k) L nn ′ are given below in the Table 2 . We also assemble here some formulas for the quantities appearing in Eqs. (25) , (26) 
Where β 1 , β ′ 1 are oscillator parameters found from fitting of realistic (nS), (n ′ S) wave functions with series of oscillator wave functions. Both β 1 and β ′ 1 depend on number k max of functions kept in the series.
Other useful relations are Table 4 The same as in Table 3 for Table 5 The same as in Table 3 for the transition (3,2) n 0 1 2 3 4 l 0 5.4021485 -0.0095783 -1.4850133 0.0034782 -0.2285201 2 -0.0090200 0.0001201 0.0031278 -0.0000966 0.0001279 4 -0.0299333 0.0000514 0.0082178 -0.0000178 0.0012704 Table 6 The same as in Table 3 for the transition (4,1) Table 7 The same as in Table 3 for Fig.10 . The same as in Fig.7 , but for the (3,1) transition. Fig.13 . The same as in Fig.7 , but for the (3,2) transition and Mω M br = 6.3. Fig.16 . The same as in Fig.7 , but for the (4,1) transition. 31 Fig.17 . The same as in Fig.5 , but for the (4,2) transition. Fig.18 . The same as in Fig.6 , but for the (4,2) transition. Fig.19 . The same as in Fig.7 , but for the (4,2) transition. 
